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AB ST R ACT
Optical networks are poised to dominate the access network space in coming years. Ethernet passive optical networks, which leverage the ubiquity of Ethernet a t subscriber
locations, seem destined for success in the optical access
network. In this article we first provide a brief introduction
to Ethernet passive optical networks, followed by a discussion of the problem of dynamic bandwidth allocation. We
then introduce a framework for classifying dynamic handwidth allocation schemes and provide a comprehensive SUIvey of the dynamic bandwidth allocation methods proposed
to date. We conclude with a side by side comparison of the
schemes based on their most prominent characteristics, and
outline future developments of dynamic handwidth allocation schemes.

~ NRODUCT
T
ION
Access networks connect business and residential subscribers
to the central offices of service providers, which in turn are
connected to metropolitan area networks (MANS) or wide
a r e a networks (WANs). Access networks are commonly
referred to as the last mile orfirst mile; the latter term emphasizes their importance to subscribers. In today's access networks, telephone companies deploy digital subscriber loop
(xDSL) technologies, and cable companies deploy cable
modems. Typically, these access networks are hybrid fiber
coax (HFC) systems with an optical-fiber-based feeder network between central office and remote node, and an electrical distribution network between remote node and subscribers.
These access technologies are unable to provide enough bandwidth to current high-speed Gigabit Ethernet local area networks (LANs) and evolving services (e.g., distributed gaming
or video on demand). Future first-mile solutions have to not
only provide more bandwidth but also meet the cost sensitivity
constraints of access networks arising from the small number
of cost sharing subscribers.
In so-called FTTx access networks the copper-based distri-

bution part of access networks is replaced with optical fiber;
for example, fiber to the curb (FTTC) or home (FTTH). In
doing so, the capacity of access networks is sufficienl.ly
increased to provide broadband services to subscribers. Due tn
the cost sensitivity of access networks, these all-optical F T r x
systems are typically unpowered and consist of passive optical
components (e.g.,, splitters and couplers). Accordingly, they
are calledpassive optical networks (PONs). PONs'attracted a
great deal of attention well before the Internet spurred handwidth growth. T h e Full Service Access Network (FSAN)
Group (http://w.fsanweb.org) was the driving force behind
the International Telecommunication Union -Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) G.983 broadhand PON
(BPON) specification, which defines a PON with asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) as its native protocol data unit (PDU).
ATM suffers from several shortcomings. Due to the segmentation of variable-size IP packets into fixed-size cells, ATM
imposes a cell tax overhead. Moreover, a single corrupted or
dropped ATM cell requires retransmission of the entire IP
packet even though the remaining ATM cells belonging to the
corresponding IP packet are received correctly, resulting in
wasted handwidth and processing resources. Finally, ATM
equipment (switches, network cards) is quite expensive.
Recently, Ethernet PONs (EPONs) have gained a great
amount of interest in both industq and academia as a promising cost-effective solution for next-generation broadband
access networks, as illustrated by the formation of several fora
and working groups, including t h e EPON Forum
(http://www.ieeecommunities.org/epon),
the Ethernet in the
First Mile Alliance (http://www.efmalliance.org),
and I.he
IEEE 802.3ah working group (http://w.ieee802.orgi3/efin).
EPONs carry data encapsulated in Ethernet frames, which
makes it easy to carry IP packets and eases interoperahility
with installed Ethernet LANs. EPONs represent the convergence of low-cost Ethernet equipment (switches, network
interface cards [NICs]) and low-cost fiber architectures. Furthermore, given the fact that more than.90 percent of today's
data traffic originates from and terminates in Ethernet LANs,
EPONs appear to he a natural candidate for future first-mile
solutions. The main standardization body behind EPON is the
-
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FIGURE1. Network orchitecture of on EPON with one opticol line terminol (011) ond N = 5 opticol network units (ONUS),
different round.trip time (RII).
IEEE 802.3ah Task Force. This task force is developing the
so-called multipoint control protocol (MPCP), which arbitrates channel access among central office and subscribers.
MPCP is used to dynamically assign the upstream bandwidth
(subscriber to service provider), which is the key challenge in
access protocol design for EPONs. Note that MPCP does not
specify any particular dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA)
algorithm. Instead, it is intended to facilitate the implementation of DBA algorithms.
To understand the importance of DBA in EPONs, note
that the traffic on individual links in the access network is
quite bursty. This is in contrast to MANS or WANs, where the
bandwidth requirements are relatively smooth due to the
aggregation of many traffic sources. In an access network each
link represents a single or small set of subscribers with very
bursty traffic conditions due to a small number of ONIOFF
sources. Due to this bursty nature the bandwidth requirements vary widely with time. Therefore, static allocation of
bandwidth to individual subscribers (or sets of subscribers) in
an EPON is very inefficient. Employing a DBA algorithm that
adapts to instantaneous bandwidth requirements is much
more efficient, capitalizing on the benefits of statistical multiplexing. Hence, DBA is a critical feature for EPON design. In
this article we provide a comprehensive survey of the DBA
algorithms examined to date; these algorithms are candidates
for implementation in future EPONs.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. First
we describe the EPON architecture. Next we highlight the
main features of MPCP. Then we provide a taxonomy and a
survey of the DBA algorithms for EPONs. The final section
concludes the article by providing a comparison of the various
EPON DBA algorithms and outlining avenues for future
development.

WON ARCHITECTURE
Typically, EPONs (and PONS in general) have a physical
tree topology with the central office located at the root and
the subscribers connected to the leaf nodes of the tree, as
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illustrated in Fig. 1. At the root of the tree is an optical line
,terminal (OLT), which is the service provider equipment
residing at the central office. The EPON connects the OLT
to multiple optical network units (ONUs) (the customer
premises equipment) through a 1:N optical splitterlcombiner.
An O N U can serve a single residential or business subscriber, referred to as fiber to the homeibusiness (FTTHIB),
or multiple subscribers, referred t o as fiber to the curb
(F'ITC). Each ONU buffers data received from the attached
subscriber(s). In general, the round-trip time (RTT)between
O L T and each ONU is different. D u e to the directional
properties of the optical splitterlcombiner, the OLT is able
to broadcast data to all ONUs in the downstream direction.
In the upstream direction, however, ONUs cannot communicate directly with one another. Instead, each ONU is able to
send data only to the OLT. Thus, in the downstream direction a n EPON may be viewed as a point-to-multipoint network and in the upstream direction as a multipoint-to-point
network [l].Due to this fact, the original Ethernet media
access control (MAC) protocol does not operate properly
since it relies on a broadcast medium. (Instead, the MPCP
arbitration mechanism is deoloved,
. _ . as discussed in the subsequent section.)
In the umtream direction. all ONUs share the transmission mediim. To avoid collisions, several approaches can
be used. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is currently considered cost prohibitive since the O L T would
require a tunable receiver or a receiver array to receive
data o n multiple wavelength channels, and each O N U
would need to h e equipped with a wavelength-specific
transceiver. At present, time-division multiplexing (TDM)
is considered a more cost-effective solution. With TDM a
single transceiver is required at the OLT, and there is just
one type of ONU equipment [2, 31. Note that this does not
prevent EPONs from being upgraded to multiple wavelength channels (WDM) in the future. Given the aforem e n t i o n e d different connectivity in upstream and
downstream directions of EPONs, the O L T appears to be
the hest suited node to arbitrate the time sharing of the
channel.
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FIGURE2. MPCP operotion: T w ~ w o ymerroging orrignment of time slots for uprtreom tronrmirrion between ONU ond 011.

MULTIPOINT
CONTROL
PROTOCOL
The MPCP arbitration mechanism developed by the IEEE
8023ah Task.Force is used to dynamically assign nonoverlapping upstream transmission windows (time slots) to each
ONU. Besides auto-discovery, registration, and ranging (RTT
computation) operations for newly added ONUS, MPCP provides the signaling infrastructure (control plane) for coordinating data transmissions from the ONUS to the OLT.
The basic idea is that the upstream bandwidth is divided
into bandwidth units via TDM. These units are assigned to
the ONUs as determined by the OLT according to the DBA
algorithm in use. The OLT has control over the assignment
of these units of bandwidth. These units can be assigned on
the fly as needed or can he reserved in advance. For efficiency reasons, any reserved units o r fraction of units of bandwidth that go unused can in general be re-assigned on the fly
by the OLT to other ONUs that could make use of it. As
shown in Fig. 2, MPCP uses two types of messages to facilitate arbitration: REPORT and GATE. Each ONU has a set
of queues, possibly prioritized, holding Ethernet frames
ready for upstream transmission to the OLT. The REPORT
message is used by an ONU to report bandwidth requirements (typically in the form of queue occupancies) to the
OLT. A REPORT message can support the rcporting of up
to 13 queue occupancies of the corresponding ONU. Upon
receiving a REPORT message, the OLT passes it to the
DBA algorithm module, The DBA module calculates the
upstream transmission schedule of all ONUs such that channel collisions are avoided. Note that MPCP does not specify
any particular DBA algorithm. MPCP simply provides a
framework for the implementation of various DBA algorithms. After executing the DBA algorithm, the OLT transmits GATE messages to issue transmission grants. Each
GATE message can support up to four transmission grants.
Each transmission grant contains the transmission start time
and transmission length of the corresponding ONU. Each
ONU updates its local clock using the timestamp contained
in each received transmission grant. Thus, each ONU is able
to acquire and maintain global synchronization. The transmission start time is expressed a s an absolute timestamp
according to this global synchronization. Each ONU sends
backlogged Ethernet frames during its granted transmission
window using its local intra-ONU scheduler. The intra-ONU
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scheduler schedules the packet transmission from the various
local queues. The transmission window may comprise multiple Ethernet frames; packet fragmentation is not allowed. As
a consequence, if the next frame does not fit into the current
transmission window, it has to be deferred to the next granted transmission window.

DYNAMICBANDWIDTHALLOCATION
ALGORITHMS
In this section we survey the DBA algorithms proposed to
date for EPONs. The discussed DBA algorithms can be used
in the DBA module of the above described MPCP arbitration
mechanism to calculate the collision-free upstream transmission schedule of ONUs and generate GATE messages acconfingly. The taxonomy used in our survey is depicted in Fig. 3.
We categorize the DBA algorithms for EPONs into algorithms with statistical multiplexing and algorithms with quality
of service (QoS) assurances. The latter are further subdivided
into algorithms with absolute and relative QoS assurances. In
the following, we discuss the DBA algorithms of each class in
greater detail.
STAllSTlCAL MULTIPLEXING METHODS

lnierleuved Polling with Adapiptive Cycle Time - In the interleaved
polling with adaptive cycle time (IIPACT) approach, the OLT
polls the ONUs individually and issues transmission grants
to them in a round-robin fashion 14). The grant window size
of each ONU's first grant, G(1). is set to some arbitrary
value. After n cycles, the backlog (in bytes) in each ONU's
transmission buffer, Q ( n ) (reported queue size), is piggybacked to the current data transmission from the corresponding ONU to the OLT during its grant window G ( n ) .
The backlog Q(n) is measured at the instant when the ONU
generates the request message, which is piggybacked to the
data transmission in cycle n. This backlog Q ( n ) is used to
determine the grant window size of the next grant G(n + 1)
of the ONU. In doing so, bandwidth is dynamically assigned
to ONUS according to their queue occupancies. If a given
ONU's queue is empty, the OLT still grants a transmission
window of zero byte to that ONU such that the ONU is able
to report its queue occupancy for the next grant. IPACT
deploys in-band signaling of bandwidth requests by using
escape characters within Ethernet frames instead of sacrific-
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ing an entire Ethernet frame for control (as in MPCP),
resulting in a reduced signaling overhead. The OLT keeps
track of the RTTs of all ONUs. As a result, the OLT can
send out a grant to the next ONU in order to achieve a very
tight guard band between consecutive upstream transmissions, resulting in improved bandwidth utilization. The guard
band between two consecutive upstream transmissions is
needed to compensate for RTT fluctuations and to give the
OLT enough time to adjust its receiver to the transmission
power level of the next ONU.
In IPACT each ONU is served once per round-robin
polling cycle. The cycle length is not static but adapts to the
instantaneous bandwidth requirements of the ONUs. By using
a maximum transmission window (MTW), ONUs with high
traffic volume are prevented from monopolizing the bandwidth. The OLT allocates the upstream bandwidth to ONUs
in one of the following ways:
Fixed service: This DBA algorithm ignores the requested
window size and always grants the MTW size. As a result,
the cycle time is constant.
* Limited service: This DBA algorithm grants the requested
number of bytes, hut no more than the MTW.
Credit service: This DBA algorithm grants the requested
window plus either a constant credit or a credit that is proportional to the requested window.
Elastic service: This DBA algorithm attempts to overcome
the limitation of assigning at most one fixed MTW to an
ONU in a round. The maximum window granted to an
ONU is such that the accumulated size of the last N grants
does not exceed N MTWs, where N denotes the number of
ONUs. Thus. if onlv one ONU is hackloeeed.. it may aet a
grant of up t i N M+S.
The simulation results renorted in 141 indicate that both
the average packet delays and average queue lengths with the
IPACT method with either limited, credit, or elastic service
DBA were almost two orders of magnitude smaller than fixed
service DBA (fixed service is a static bandwidth allocation)
under light traffic loads. Under heavy loads, the average packet delays and average queue lengths for all four types of service were similar. Generally, limited, credit, and elastic service
DBA all provided vely similar average packet delays and average queue lengths.
In summary, IPACT improves channel utilization efficiency
by reducing the overhead arising from walk times (propagation delay) in a polling system. This is achieved by overlapping
multiple polling requests in time. As opposed to static TDM
systems, IPACT allows for statistical multiplexing and dynamically allocates upstream bandwidth according to the traffic
demands of the ONUs within adaptive polling cycles. Furthermore, IPACT deploys an efficient in-band signaling approach
that avoids using extra Ethernet frames for control. By using
an MTW, throughput fairness among ONUs is achieved. On
the downside, this original design for IPACT does not support
00s assurances or service differentiation by means of reservation or prioritization of bandwidth assignment. An IPACT
extension to support multiple service classes was developed in
[5], which we review later.
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Control Theoretic Extension of IPACT-

_
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1

In IPACT, the ONU
requests (reports) the amount of backlogged traffic Q ( n ) as
a grant for the next cycle. One drawback of this approach is
that tbc request does not take i n t o consideration t h e
amount of traffic arriving at the ONU between generation
of the request message in cycle n and arrival of the grant
G(n + 1) for the next cycle at the ONU. As a consequence,
traffic arriving after generation of a request message is only
taken into consideration in the next request message and
hence experiences typically a queuing delay of one cycle in
the ONU.
T o overcome this queuing delay, a control theoretic
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extension to IPACT was proposed in [6]. In this extension
the amount of traffic arriving at the ONU between two successive requests is estimated; this estimate is incorporated
into the grant to the ONU. More specifically, the estimation
works as follows. Recall that Q ( n - 1) denotes the amount
of backlogged traffic in the ONU at the instant when the
request of cycle n - 1, which is used by the OLT to calculate
grant G ( n ) , is generated. Let A(n - 1) denote the amount of
traffic arriving at the ONU between generating the request
for cycle n - 1 and receiving the grant for cycle n . With
these definitions, the difference between the grant for cycle
n and the amount of traffic backlogged in the ONU when
the grant arrives is approximately D ( n ) = G(n) - [Q(n - 1)
+ A ( n - 1)]. T h e OLT allocates bandwidth based on the
size of the previous grant and the scaled version of the difference reported by the ONUs. More specifically, the grant
for cycle n + 1 is calculated as G(n 1) = G(n) - a D(n),
where a is the gain factor. Using control theoretic arguments, it is shown in [ 6 ] that for piecewise constant traffic
with infrequent jumps the system is asymptotically stable for

+

O<a<2.
Note that this refinement to IPACT essentially views bandwidth assignment as an automatic control system with the goal
of keeping the difference D(n) close to zero. Proportional (P)
control is proposed for this system with control gain a.The
advantage of this control theoretic approach is that the grant
size is typically closer to the size of the backlog at the instant
of receiving the grant at the ONU. This in turn results in
lower queuing delays. On the downside, the control system
may require careful tuning to achieve a prompt response to
'changes in traffic load without creating oscillations in the system. This may be a challenging problem if the traffic load is
highly variable.

ABSOLUTE
QoS ASSURANCES
Bondwidth Guoronteed Polling - The Bandwidth Guaranteed

Polling (BGP) method proposed in [7] divides ONUs into two
disjoint sets: bandwidth guaranteed and best effort. Bandwidth guaranteed nodes are characterized by their service
level agreement (SLA) with the network provider. The SLA
specifies the bandwidth this node is to be guaranteed.
The total upstream bandwidth is divided into equivalent
bandwidth units, whereby the handwidth unit is chosen such
that t h e total upstream bandwidth in terms of the bandwidth unit is larger than the number of ONUs. For instance,
for a network with 64 ONUs and an upstream handwidth of
1 Gbls, the equivalent bandwidth unit may he chosen as 10
Mbis, that is, the total upstream bandwidth corresponds to
100 bandwidth units. The OLT maintains two entry tables,
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one for bandwidth guaranteed ONUS (ONUs with IDS 1
and 4 in Fig. 4) and one for best effort ONUs (ONUs with
IDS 2, 3, and 5 in Fig. 4). Each table entry (row) has two
fields: ONU ID and propagation delay from ONU to OLT.
The table for bandwidth guaranteed ONUs has as many
rows (entries) as there are handwidth units in the total
upstream bandwidth, In the above example, the bandwidth
guaranteed O N U table has 100 rows. T h e table for hest
effort nodes is not fixed in size. Entries in the bandwidth
guaranteed ONU table are established for each bandwidth
guaranteed O N U based on its SLA. If an O N U requires
more than one bandwidth unit, these units are spread evenly
through the table, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for ONU with ID
1, which is guaranteed a bandwidth of two bandwidth units
(20 Mhis in the example). Rows in the guaranteed bandwidth ONU table that are not occupied can be dynamically
assigned to best effort nodes. The OLT polls the best effort
ONUs during the rows that are not used by the bandwidth
guaranteed ONUs in the order they are listed in the best
effort table.
The OLT begins polling ONUs using the information in
the two tables. The OLT polls an ONU by sending a Grant
message to grant a window of size G , which is initially set to
one bandwidth unit. The ONU decides based on the size of
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its output buffer if it has enough data to fully utilize the
granted transmission window. The ONU sends a reply to the
OLT with the amount of the window it intends to utilize, LI,
and then transmits this amount of data. The OLT, upon
receiving a reply from an ONU, checks the amount of the
granted window the currently polled ONU intends to use. If
B is zero, the OLT immediately polls the next ONU in the
table. (Note that this wastes bandwidth during the RTT to
that next ONU, whereas polling to t h e first O N U can be
interleaved with the preceding data transmission to avoid
wasting bandwidth,) If B is between zero and some threshold
G,,,,, whereby G - G,,,, specifies the minimum portion of
the bandwidth unit that can be effectively shared, the OLT
polls the next hest effort ONU ready f o r transmission and
grants it a transmission window G - B. Lastly, if B is larger
than the threshold G,eu,,,the O L T will not poll the next
ONU until the current grant has passed.
The simulation results reported in 171 indicate that for
bandwidth guaranteed 0NU;with four;; more entries, the
delays were an order of magnitude smaller than with IPACT.
However, for bandwidth guaranteed ONUS with only one
entry as well as best effort ONUs, the delays were orders of
magnitude larger than with IPACT under light loads and
almost an order of magnitude larger than with IPACT under
heavy loads. On the other hand, for bandwidth
guaranteed ONUs with four o r more entries, the
queue lengths were similar to IPACT for light loads
and orders of magnitude shorter than with IPACT
under heavy loads. However, for bandwidth guaranteed O N U s with only one entry as well as best
effort ONUs, the queue lengths were orders ,of
magnitude larger than with IPACT under light
loads and similar to IPACT under heavy loads. It
was also found that the throughput with BGP tends
to be lower than that with IPACT, especially at
Number of
heavy
loads.
bandwidth
Overall, the advantage of the bandwidth guaranunits
teed polling approach is that it ensures an O N U S
receiving the bandwidth specified by i t s SLA and
that the spacing between transmission grants corresponding to SLAs has a fixed bound. The approach
also allows for the statistical multiplexing of traffic
into unreserved bandwidth units as well as unused
portions of a guaranteed bandwidth unit (i.e., if an
O N U does not have enough traffic to use all the
bandwidth specified in its SLA). One drawback of
table-driven upstream transmission grants of fixed
bandwidth units is that the upstream transmission
tends to become fragmented, with each fragment
requiring a guard band, which tends to reduce
throughput and bandwidth utilization.
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Deferminisfir Ffferfive Bandwidth - In [8],a system in
which ONUs and OLT employ deterministic effective bandwidth (DEB) admission control and
resource allocation in conjunction with generalized
processor sharing (GPS) scheduling is developed. In
this system, a given ONU maintains several queues,
typically one for each traffic source or each class of
traffic sources. A given queue is categorized as
either a QoS queue or a hest effort queue, depending on the requirements of the corresponding traffic
source (class). A given traffic source feeding into a
QoS queue is characterized by leaky bucket parameters. The leaky bucket parameters are traffic descriptors widely used in QoS networking; they give the
peak rate of the source, the maximum burst the
source can send at the peak rate, as well as the long
run average rate of the source. A source also specifies the maximum delay it can tolerate. The leaky
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bucket traffic characterization together with the delay limit of
the source (class) are used to determine whether the system
cdn support the traffic in the QoS queues at all ONUs without
violating delay hounds (and also without dropping any traffic
at a QoS queue) using techniques derived from the general
theory of deterministic effective bandwidths.
During the operation of the network, the OLT assigns
grants to a given ONU based on the aggregate effective bandwidth of the traffic of the QoS queues at the ONU. Roughly
speaking, a given ONU is assigned grants proportional to the
ratio of the aggregate effective bandwidth of the traffic of the
ONU to the total aggregate effective bandwidth of the traffic
of all ONUs supported by the OLT. In turn, a given ONU
uses the grants it receives to serve its QoS queues in proportion to the ratio of the effective bandwidth of the traffic of a
queue to the aggregate effective bandwidth of the traffic of
the QoS queues supported by the ONU. A given ONU uses
the grants not utilized by QoS queues to transmit from best
effort queues.
The advantage of the DEB approach is that individual
flows (or classes of flows) are provided with deterministic QoS
guarantees, ensuring lossless bounded-delay service. In addition, best effort traffic flows can utilize bandwidth not needed
by QoS traffic flows. One main drawback of the D E B
approach is that it requires increased complexity to conduct
admission control and update proportions of effective handwidths of ongoing flows. In particular, conducting admission
control and allocating grant resources may result in significant
overhead for short-lived traffic flows (or classes of traffic).

RELATIVEQoS ASSURANCES
DBA lor Mukimedia - In dynamic bandwidth allocation for
multimedia [SI,traffic in each O N U is placed into one of
three priority queues (high, medium, and low). These priorities are then used by the DBA algorithm to assign handwidth. The sizes of the three priority queues in each ONU
are reported to the OLT. Based on these, the OLT issues
grants separately for each of the priorities in each of the
ONUs. In particular, bandwidth is first handed out to the
high-priority queues, satisfying all the requests of high-priority flows. The DBA algorithm then considers the requests
from medium-priority flows. If it can satisfy all of the medium-priority requests with what is left over from high-priority
requests, it does so. Otherwise, it divides the remaining
bandwidth between all medium-priority flows, where the
fraction of the bandwidth granted to each medium-priority
flow is related to the fraction requested by each flow to the
total of all medium-priority requests. Finally, if there is any
leftover bandwidth after satisfying high- and medium-priority
requests, it is distributed among low-priority flows in a manner identical to the case where all medium-priority flows
requests cannot be fully satisfied.
Note that in the DBA for multimedia approach, bandwidth
is essentially allocated using strict priority based on the
requirements of each priority traffic class of the entire PON
(all the ONUs connected to a single OLT). One feature of
this approach is that the OLT controls the scheduling within
the ONU. This comes at the expense of reporting the occupancies of the individual priority queues and issuing multiple
grants to each ONU per cycle. Also, the OLT has the additional burden of deciding on the scheduling among the queues
in the ONU. Note that the strict priority scheduling based on
the traffic classes at the PON level may result in starvation of
ONUs that have only low-priority traffic.
DBA lor PoS- DBA for QoS [ l o ] is a method of providing
per-flow QoS in an EPON using differentiated services. Within each ONU, priority packet queuing and scheduling is
employed per the differentiated services framework. This is
similar to DBA for multimedia, but recall that in DBA for
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multimedia priority scheduling was performed at the PON
level (all ONUs connected to a single OLT). In contrast, in
DBA for QoS priority scheduling is performed at the ONU
level.
Before we proceed to DBA for QoS [lo], we review the
IPACT extension to multiple service classes [5],which may
be viewed as a precursor to DBA for QoS. In [5] a simulation study is conducted of supporting differentiated service
to three classes of'trafficwith strict priority scheduling inside
the ONU. The authors noticed an interesting phenomenon
they dubbed light-load penalry. What they noticed was that
under light loading, the lower-priority class experienced a
significant average packet delay increase; the maximum
packet delays for the higher priorities also exhibited similar
behavior. This appears to be caused by queue reporting
occurring at some time before strict priority scheduling is
performed. This allows higher-priority traffic arriving after
queue reporting but before the transmission grant to preempt lower-priority traffic that arrived before queue reporting. This problem seems to be exacerbated under light
loading. The authors discuss two methods of dealing with
light-load penalty. The first method involves scheduling the
packets when the REPORT message is transmitted and placing them in a second-stage queue. This second-stage queue
will he emptied out first into the timeslot provided through a
grant in a GATE message. The second method involves predicting the number of high-priority packets arriving between
queue reporting and the grant window so that the grant window will be large enough to accommodate the newly arriving
high-priority packets. This second method inherently lowers
the delay experienced by higher-priority traffic from that
with the two-stage queuing approach.
In DBA for QoS [lo] the authors incorporate a method
similar to the two-stage queuing approach mentioned above.
Specifically, in the DBA for QoS method the packet scheduler in the ONU employs priority scheduling only on the
packets that arrive before some frrquest, which is the time at
which t h e R E P O R T message is sent to t h e OLT. This
avoids the problem of having the ONU packet scheduler
request bandwidth based on buffer occupancies at time I,.
4Uerr and then actually schedule packets at time
to fill
the granted transmission window. If this mechanism is not
employed, lower-priority queues can h e starved m o r e
severely because higher-priority traffic arriving between tre.
U ~ S fand f
would tend to take away transmission capacity
&om the Pbwer-priority queues. Note that this problem only
arises with strict priority scheduling, which schedules lowerpriority packets only when the higher-priority packet queues
are empty. With weighted fair queuing, which serves the different priority queues in proportion to fixed weights, this
problem would not arise.
In DBA for QoS, each ONU i s assigned guaranteed bandwidth in proportion to its SLA. More specifically, let E,,,,,
denote the total upstream bandwidth. Let wi denote the
weighing factor for ONU i. The weighing factors are set in
proportion to the SLA of ONU i such that the weighing factors of all ONUs supported by the OLT sum to one, that is, Xi
wi = 1. ONU i is then assigned the guaranteed bandwidth Bi
= B,",,{. wi. Note that the sum of all guaranteed bandwidths
equals the total available bandwidth. In other words, the total
upstream bandwidth is divided among the ONUs in proportion to their SLAs.
For every transmission grant cycle, each ONU requests
bandwidth corresponding to its total backlog. If the requested
bandwidth is smaller than the guaranteed bandwidth, the difference (i.e., excess bandwidth) is pooled together with the
excess bandwidth from all other lightly loaded ONUs (ONUs
whose requested bandwidth is less than their guaranteed
bandwidth). This pooled excess bandwidth is then distributed
to each of the highly loaded ONUs.(ONUs whose requested
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TABLE1. An overview of moin feoturer of the bondwidth request/gront mechanisms ond DBA olgorithmr in surveyed DBA schemes.
bandwidth is larger than their guaranteed bandwidth) in a
manner that weighs the excess assigned in proportion to the
size of their request. Note that this proportional scheduling
approach is in contrast to the strict priority scheduling of
DBA for multimedia, which does not allocate any bandwidth
to lower-priority traffic classes until the bandwidth demands
of all higher-priority traffic classes are met.
We note that DBA for QoS allows the option of sending
individual priority queue occupancies to the OLT via REPORT
messages (a REPORT message supports reporting queue sizes
ot up to 13 queues) and having the OLT generate transmission
windows for each individual priority queue (the GATE message supports sending up to four transmission grants). This
option puts the priority scheduling that would othenvise be
handled by the ONU under the control of the OLT.
DBA for QoS [lo] also considers the option of reporting
queue size using an estimator for the occupancy of the highpriority queue. The estimator makes a one-step prediction of
the traffic arriving to the high-priority queue between the
time of the report and the time of the grant. In particular, the
amount of traffic arriving to the high priority queue between
report and grant in a cycle n - 1 is used to estimate the arrival
in cycle n. The ONU then reports in cycle n the actual backlog at the time of request plus the estimated new arrivals until
the time of the grant.
The simulations reported in [lo] compare the average and
maximum delays for the proposed DBA for QoS scheme for
the service classes best effort, assured forwarding, and expedited forwarding with the delays achieved with a static handwidth allocation to the individual ONUs. It was found that the
proposed DBA for QoS scheme achieves significantly smaller
delays, especially at high loads. This is primarily due to the
statistical multiplexing between the different ONU permitted
by DBA for QoS. It was also found that the proposed DBA
for QoS scheme is quite effective in differentiating the delays
for the different service classes, with the highest-priority expedited forwarding class achieving the smallest delays. The simulations in [lo] also considered the average utilization of the
upstream bandwidth and found that the proposed DBA for
QoS schemes achieve around 90 percent utilization compared
to around 50 percent with static bandwidth allocation.

We have'provided a comprehensive survey of the schemes
developed to date for allocating the bandwidth in the multipoint-to-point (i.c., ONUs to OLT) part of Ethernet passive
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optical networks. I n Table 1 we give an overview of the surveyed schemes for dynamic bandwidth allocation.
We have found that the developed DBA schemes address
two key challenges:
Accommodating traffic fluctuations
Providing QoS to the traffic
The first challenge has been addressed by estimating the
amount of traffic arriving between two successive transmission
grants to an ONU using a proportional control in the IPACT
enhancement [ 6 ] and a one-step prediction in DBA for QoS
[IO]. One interesting avenue for future work is to develop and
evaluate more sophisticated prediction mechanisms for the
DBA, such as mechanisms employing more complex control
mechanisms or forecasting methods.
The second challenge has been addressed by a wide variety of QoS mechanisms that have generally been adapted
from the QoS mechanisms developed for the Internet. In particular, the approaches proposed for providing QoS to the
upstream EPON traffic fall into the two main categories D f
absolute assurances (following t h e integrated services
paradigm in the Internet) and relative assurances (following
the differentiated services paradigm in the Internet), as illustrated in Fig. 3. T h e absolute assurance mechanisms are
designed to provide lossless service with deterministic delay
bounds. On the other hand, the relative assurance mechanisms differentiate among QoS levels provided to the different traffic classes; that is, higher-priority traffic classes are
provided with better QoS relative to the lower-priority classes. An important avenue for future work appears to he the
development of QoS mechanisms that provide absolute statistical QoS assurances, such as ensuring that a specific delay
bound is violated (or traffic lost) with a minuscule prespecified probability. Such statistical QoS assurances appear to be
especially well suited for multimedia streaming traffic, which
requires strict timing constraints due to the periodic playout
deadlines of the multimedia content. On the other hand,
multimedia applications typically'tolerate if a minuscule
amount of the data does not arrive in time as the resultant
very minor degradations (e.g., in the video or audio) go typically unnoticed.
Yet another exciting avenue for future work is the development of modified EPON architectures and corresponding
DBA algorithms. In [ll],for instance, an additional splitter is
employed to reflect the transmission of a given ONU hack to
all ONUs (including the sending ONU) as well as fonvard the
signal to the OLT. This architecture allows each ONUs to
keep track of the transmissions by the other ONUs and allows
for the development of distributed DBA algorithms. Finally,

-

-

-
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in t h e future the currently costly W D M equipment may
become affordable for EPONs and may open up a new design
space for DBA algorithms.
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address a methodology to guarantee interoperability for
reaches with residual dispersion of 1600 pslnm o r higher.
Similarly, the ITU currently does not define optical performance for span lengths over 80 km. OIF is working to define
methods to help equipment manufacturers ensure interopcrability between multiple suppliers' products at these extended reaches. In addition, O I F is coordinating with ITU to
ensure that OIF activities align and are nonoverlapping with
ITU work.
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